MASK DISTRIBUTION REPORT

INTRODUCTION

As the Covid19 kept threatening the lives of people in the World, we saw the responsibility of helping the local community which is even more vulnerable due to life style and financial status that majority of them are in. with the support of Marion Meyenburg Stiftung we managed to produce 2000 pieces of locally made Masks and distribute them to poor communities in Ishinde and other nearby villages especially those resided by Maasai communities.

These Masks were made by 4 local women tailors in Ishinde that made them earn some income that they wouldn’t have got if it wasn’t for this project.

Beneficiaries; 2000 people in Ishinde and the nearby villages, 4 local women tailors who benefited financially through production of the masks.

Maasai community re one of the beneficiaries of this project as their life style see them moving from one place to another where it is easily for them to get the viruses or even distributing them to other people where they might be heading. This project at least reduces the risks for both of those to happen.
It was important to keep women safe as we believe keeping them safe also will also keep the children and the entire family safe.